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Abstract: As one of the most common gear failure modes, tooth wear can produce nonlinear
modulation sidebands in the vibration frequency spectrum. However, limited research has been
reported in monitoring the gear wear based on vibration due to the lack of tools which can
effectively extract the small sidebands. In order to accurately monitor gear wear progression in
a timely fashion, this paper presents a gear wear condition monitoring approach based on vibration
signal analysis using the modulation signal bispectrum-based sideband estimator (MSB-SE) method.
The vibration signals are collected using a run-to-failure test of gearbox under an accelerated test
process. MSB analysis was performed on the vibration signals to extract the sideband information.
Using a combination of the peak value of MSB-SE and the coherence of MSB-SE, the overall
information of gear transmission system can be obtained. Based on the amplitude of MSB-SE
peaks, a dimensionless indicator is proposed to assess the effects of gear tooth wear. The results
demonstrated that the proposed indicator can be used to accurately and reliably monitor gear tooth
wear and evaluate the wear severity.
Keywords: modulation signal bispectrum; gear wear; vibration signal; sideband estimator

1. Introduction
Gears are critical mechanical components for power transmission systems and are widely used
in automobiles, helicopters, and industrial power trains. Gear wear is a progressive material loss
from contacting tooth surfaces, which is an inevitable phenomenon in the service lifetime of gears [1].
When gear wear reaches a certain degree of severity, it can lead to the occurrence of gear failures such
as surface pitting, scuffing, and broken teeth. Therefore, the subject of gear wear monitoring and
diagnosis is receiving a lot of attention from the field of condition monitoring (CM).
Wear debris analysis is popularly used for gear wear monitoring [1,2]. However, wear particles
analysis cannot reveal changes in gear transmission dynamic features in a timely fashion, which can
be used to examine if the gears are still working properly. In contrast, the vibro-acoustic signals can
reflect the gear dynamic features at the measured instant, thus could be used to assess the effects of
wear on gears in real-time.
Acoustic signals in conjunction with modulation signal bispectrum (MSB) signals processing
methods have been used to monitor the gear wear process [3]. It was found that the meshing frequency
components and the associated shaft modulating components can indicate tooth wear. The acoustic
signature is a sequence of pressure waves that propagate through a compressible media; this media
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is often heavily contaminated by various noises from the surrounding environment and by nearby
machines. Therefore, heavy noise content means that fault diagnosis by analysing airborne sound
signals is difficult and unreliable, as such great care has to be taken when interpreting the information
content [4].
As one of the mainstream techniques of CM, vibration-based methods are relatively easy to
implement and to process the results. The influence of wear on gear dynamic features has already been
investigated theoretically [5], but was not validated physically. Therefore, measuring the vibration
signal for gear wear assessments is presented in this article.
Gear wear will usually result in a deviation from the intended tooth profile and alter the gear
meshing excitations [6], which will produce a nonlinear coupling phenomenon that will present small
sidebands, a variance of the meshing frequency and shaft rotational frequency; these phenomena are
distributed around the meshing frequency and its harmonics. In gear fault diagnosis, the amplitudes
of these small sidebands are useful for both detection and diagnosis. As these sidebands are usually
influenced by random noise, in order to obtain more accurate results, many signal processing
methods have been tried in many of the latest studies. The traditional methods—such as fast Fourier
transform, power spectrum and cepstrum analysis [7]—are primarily based on stationary signals,
and have difficulty in analysing nonlinear phenomenon and in suppressing noise. Therefore, many
researchers have investigated alternative signal analysis methods such as smoothed pseudo-Wigner
Ville distribution [8], time synchronous averaging (TSA) [2,9], cyclo-stationary analysis [10], empiric
mode decomposition (EMD) [11], ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) [12], wavelet
analysis [13], and combined methods [1] to analyse vibration signals for a more accurate feature
extraction. Although these efforts have shown promising results, they may be still lacking because
these signal analysis methods possess limited noise reduction capability.
Bispectrum analysis is a useful signal processing tool that has shown significant benefits over
traditional spectral analyses due to its unique properties of nonlinear system identification, Gaussian
noise elimination, and phase information retention [14–21]. Conventional bispectrum (CB) was applied
to vibration signals for the detection of different degrees of tooth breakage of a two-stage helical gearbox
and tooth crack [15]. Chen et al. [16] introduced MSB, which is a significant improvement of the CB
in that it enhanced CB to apply the modulation signal efficiently. The results showed reliable fault
diagnosis and revealed that random noise can be suppressed effectively, being much better than that
of the power spectrum (PS) and CB for diagnosing different seeded faults, such as tooth breakage
and shaft misalignment [16]. MSB-SE—an extension of MSB analysis—was developed recently, and
is used to achieve a simple representation for the complicated signal contents [17], which allows the
small sidebands be estimated with a good degree of accuracy and hence produce more accurate and
consistent diagnostic results [17–20]. Inspired by the works presented in [17,19], where MSB was
successfully used for identifying both the presence and magnitude of the seeded faults, MSB method
would be used to evaluate the natural gear wear monitoring and severity assessment—although it
may be more challenging, as the wear process may induce vibration signature changes far weaker than
tooth breakages.
To examine the performance and extend the applications of modulation signal bispectrum-based
sideband estimator (MSB-SE)-based vibration analysis technique to the monitoring of gearboxes, this
paper investigates monitoring the deterioration process of an industrial multi-stage helical gearbox
based on vibration measurements and MSB analysis. It applies MSB analysis to vibration signals
measured progressively from a run-to-failure experiment to obtain accurate modulation sidebands
characteristics, MSB-SE, and its corresponding coherence. A dimensionless indicator is proposed
based on the peaks of MSB-SE slices, and its evolutionary behaviour with operating times are obtained,
thereby implementing gear wear monitoring and severity evaluation. The paper has four sections.
Section 2 presents the theoretical basis of gear wear detection based on the vibration signals analysis
using MSB-SE. Section 3 describes the run-to-failure experimental setups for validating the proposed
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method. Section 4 shows the monitoring results in conjunction with critical interpretations, and finally,
Section 5 is the conclusion.
2. Theoretical Basis for Gear Wear Monitoring
2.1. Gear Vibration Signal Model for Tooth Wear
For a healthy gear set, the vibration signal model can be expressed as the summation of a group
of amplitude and frequency modulated sinusoidal components [22] shown in Equation (1):
K

x (t) =

∑ Xk cos(2πk f m t + ϕk )

(1)

k =1

where fm = zfr is the meshing frequency, which is the product of tooth number z and the shaft rotating
frequency fr , Xk and ϕk are the amplitude and phase of the kth meshing harmonic; and k is the order of
meshing frequency harmonic.
Gear wear results in changes on the tooth’s working surface. As wear proceeds, the worn
surfaces of the gears can be regarded as faults deviating from the perfect gear surfaces. In turn, it will
produce amplitude modulation ak (t) and frequency modulation bk (t) (AMFM) effects on gear mesh
vibrations [23]. Such modulation is periodic with the shaft rotation frequency, and can be written
as [24]:
N

ak (t) =

∑

Akn cos(2πn f r t + αk )

(2)

∑ Bkn sin(2πn fr t + βk )

(3)

n =1
N

bk ( t ) =

n =1

where Akn , Bkn are the amplitudes of the modulation function, and αk and βk are the respective initial
phases of the nth modulation component.
Substituting these modulating components into Equation (1), the modulated vibration signal
model is given by
K

x (t) =

∑ Xk [1 + ak (t)] cos[2πk f m t + ϕk + bk (t)]

(4)

k =1

Therefore, considering the nonlinear modulation effects with the worn gear rotating frequency nfr
as the modulating frequency, and with the corresponding meshing frequency kfm as the signal carrier
frequency, a series of sidebands will appear at the frequency locations of kfm ± nfr (k, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) in
the Fourier spectrum [2,17,22]. From the analysis of vibration spectra, we can detect and locate the
worn gear by monitoring the presence of amplitude changes of sidebands at the above mentioned
frequency locations.
2.2. Modulation Signal Bispectrum-based Sideband Estimation
In general, these sidebands have small amplitudes and can be easily contaminated by random
noise. In addition, there is also significant interference from different components in a multiple stage
gear system, which can have high density clusters of sidebands associated with many different meshing
components. To suppress noise and extract the fault-related sidebands accurately, MSB method is used
in this study. According to the definition of MSB in the frequency domain, for gear vibration signal x(t)
with corresponding Fourier transform (FT) X(f ), the MSB-SE can be defined in the frequency domain
as [17–19].
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where X*(fm ) is the complex conjugate of X(fm ) and Eh i denotes the statistical expectation operator,
showing that a statistical average operation is necessary for the MSB-SE estimation process and
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therefore for achieving effective noise reduction, which is important to accurately estimate the
therefore for achieving effective noise reduction, which is important to accurately estimate the sideband
sideband effects for measuring the fault severity.
effects for measuring the fault severity.
The magnitude of MSB‐SE is a combination of sidebands and normalized carrier components.
The magnitude of MSB-SE is a combination of sidebands and normalized carrier components.
Therefore, the sideband effect will be quantified without the effect of the meshing frequency
Therefore, the sideband effect will be quantified without the effect of the meshing frequency amplitude.
amplitude. This means that the magnitude of MSB‐SE peaks is determined only by the product of
This means that the magnitude of MSB-SE peaks is determined only by the product of the upper
the upper sideband X(fm + fr) and the lower sideband X(fm − fr). According to the properties of MSB‐SE,
sideband X(fm + fr ) and the lower sideband X(fm − fr ). According to the properties of MSB-SE,
if (fm + fr) and (fm − fr) are both due to nonlinear effect between fm and fr, a bispectral peak will appear at
if (fm + fr ) and SE(fm − fr ) are both due to nonlinear effect between fm and fr, a bispectral peak will appear
bifrequency BMS(fr, fm).
at bifrequency BSE
(fr , fm ).
In order to MS
measure the coupling effects between sidebands and carrier components, MSB‐SE
In order to measure the coupling effects between sidebands and carrier components, MSB-SE
coherence (MSB‐SEc) can be defined as [20]:
coherence (MSB-SEc) can be defined as [20]:
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MSB‐SEc will be close to 1 if the MSB‐SE
MSB-SEc
MSB-SE peak is produced from true modulation effects. On the
other hand, a value of near 0 means an absence of interactions between the components. Thus, other
MSB‐SEc will indicate the interaction degree between the coupling components. Therefore,
values of MSB-SEc
Therefore,
the amplitude of MSB-SEc
MSB‐SEc can be used as an indicator to detect the nonlinear interactions and to
measure the
the reliability
reliabilityofofthe
theMSB-SE
MSB‐SEpeak.
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To verify
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effectiveness
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with
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on the
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Table 1. Specification of two‐stage helical gearbox.
Gear Parameters
1st Stage
2nd Stage
Gear Parameters
Number of teeth
Number of teeth
Meshing frequency (Hz)
Meshing frequency (Hz)
Shaft frequency (Hz)
Shaft frequency (Hz)

1st Stage
2nd Stage
58/47
13/59
58/47
13/59
fm1 = 1421
fm2 = 393.04
fm1 = 1421
fm2 = 393.04
fr1 = 24.5, fr2 = 30.23, fr3 = 6.66
fr1 = 24.5, fr2 = 30.23, fr3 = 6.66

In
Inthe
theexperiment,
experiment,the
thegearbox
gearboxoperated
operatedat
atits
itsfull
fullspeed
speedunder
underload
loadcycle
cycleof
offive
fiveload
loadconditions
conditions
(0%,
40%,
60%,
80%,
and
90%
of
the
full
load).
In
each
cycle,
the
duration
for
the
load
of
(0%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 90% of the full load). In each cycle, the duration for the load of90%
90%was
was
34
individually. The
Thevibration
vibrationwas
wasmeasured
measuredby
bya
34min,
min,and
andfor
forother
other load
load conditions
conditions was four minutes individually.
ageneral-purpose
general‐purposeaccelerometer
accelerometerwith
withaasensitivity
sensitivityofof28.7
28.7mv/(ms
mv/(ms−−22))and
andfrequency
frequencyresponse
responseranging
ranging
from
10 kHz.
kHz.All
Allthe
thedata
datawere
werelogged
logged
simultaneously
with
length
ofs30
forcase
each
from 11 Hz to 10
simultaneously
with
length
of 30
forseconds
each load
at
load
case atofan50interval
50 min by a multiple‐channel
acquisition
system
with
an interval
min by aofmultiple-channel
high-speed datahigh‐speed
acquisitiondata
system
with 96 kHz
sampling
96
kHz
sampling
rate and 16‐bit resolution.
rate
and
16-bit resolution.
The
wasterminated
terminatedafter
after
h (689
cycles),
to a significantly
of the
The test was
574574
h (689
loadload
cycles),
due todue
a significantly
growth growth
of the vibration
vibration
level,
which indicated
a clear abnormality
in The
the system.
level, which
indicated
that there that
was athere
clearwas
abnormality
occurring inoccurring
the system.
gearbox The
was
gearbox
was
then
dismantled
and
inspected.
It
was
found
that
clear
tooth
defects
were
present
on
then dismantled and inspected. It was found that clear tooth defects were present on the gear teeth
the
gear teeth
surface, as
Figurethat
2. Itthe
shows
the tooth
ofgear
the driving
gear
surface,
as illustrated
in illustrated
Figure 2. Itinshows
tooththat
surface
of thesurface
driving
had obvious
had
obvious
scuffing
marks, in
as Figure
illustrated
2a,b, in which
excessive
wear
effect is on
more
scuffing
marks,
as illustrated
2a,b,in
in Figure
which excessive
wear effect
is more
significant
the
significant
the tooth
flank
below
the pitch
line.
Moreover,
also marks
shows in
that
the wear
marks
in
tooth flankon
below
the pitch
line.
Moreover,
it also
shows
that theitwear
Figure
2b look
slightly
Figure
look slightly
higher,wear
showing
non‐uniform
wear across
of thewear
geardue
or
higher,2b
showing
non-uniform
across
the circumference
of thethe
gearcircumference
or unsymmetrical
unsymmetrical
wear due to
inevitable
andphenomena
run‐out errors.
These phenomena
are typical
to inevitable eccentricity
and
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errors. These
are typical
features caused
by the
features
caused
the higher
excessive
wear stress,
under which
higher are
contact
stress,failures
which and
are common
failures
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excessive
wear by
under
contact
common
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previously
have
been in
previously
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in many studies [26–32].
observed
many studies
[26–32].
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Resultsand
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In
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performance
the MSB‐SE
approach
in monitoring
gear wear
In order
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performance
of theofMSB-SE
approach
in monitoring
gear wear progression,
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recorded
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data
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processed
using
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method
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data
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on the data
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data
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transform
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suppress spectral leakages.
4.1. MSB-SE Characteristics of Gearbox Vibration Signals and Monitoring Indicator
4.1. MSB‐SE Characteristics of Gearbox Vibration Signals and Monitoring Indicator
Figure 3 shows typical MSB-SE results at early operating phases—specifically at the fourth hour
under
higher
cases.
The MSB-SE
and itsoperating
corresponding
MSB-SEc resultsat
arethe
presented
Figure
3 load
shows
typical
MSB‐SE magnitude
results at early
phases—specifically
fourth
in theunder
region
fr < 75load
Hz to
include
sidebands
up to 3f
and fm < 4400
Hz to include
the
hour
higher
cases.
The the
MSB‐SE
magnitude
and
its Hz)
corresponding
MSB‐SEc
results are
r1 (72
carrier frequency
up to 3f
presented
in the region
frr1< (4192
75 HzHz).
to include the sidebands up to 3fr1 (72 Hz) and fm < 4400 Hz to
In the carrier
graphs,frequency
the significant
at the
mesh frequency of 2fr1 (2795 Hz) and 3fr1 can be seen
include
up topeaks
3fr1 (4192
Hz).
for all
cases. In
MSB-SE
at 2f
fr1r1 (24
Hz)
and
its3fharmonics
are
In load
the graphs,
theparticular,
significantthe
peaks
at thepeak
meshmagnitudes
frequency of
(2795
Hz)
and
r1 can be seen
for all load cases. In particular, the MSB‐SE peak magnitudes at fr1 (24 Hz) and its harmonics are
very dominant. In the meantime, all the bifrequency peaks are supported by MSB‐SEc peaks, shown
in the second column of Figure 3. In addition, the MSB‐SE peaks at fr2 (30 Hz) and fr3 (7 Hz) and

their responding harmonics around mesh frequency of 2fr1 and 3fr1 are also visible. However, their
MSB‐SEc magnitudes do not have significant corresponding peaks, showing lower amplitudes than
that of fundamental mesh frequency of fr1 (1397 Hz), to confirm the nonlinear interactions.
Therefore, these peaks are from a weaker nonlinear interaction than that between fm1 and fr1 and
their harmonics.
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In contrast, the MSB‐SE coherence slice at mesh frequency of fm2 (386.5 Hz) shows significant
peaks at the position of all shaft frequencies and their harmonics, even though their corresponding
very
dominant.
In theare
meantime,
allsmall.
the bifrequency
peaks are
bythe
MSB-SEc
peaks,
MSB‐SE
magnitudes
relatively
A similar result
can supported
be found at
MSB‐SEc
sliceshown
of fm1
in
the second
column ofthe
Figure
3. In addition,
the frequencies
MSB-SE peaks
fr2 (30harmonics
Hz) and fr3at(7the
Hz)mesh
and
(1397
Hz). Moreover,
MSB‐SEc
of all shaft
andat their
their
responding
around
mesh frequency
2fr1 cases
and 3fare
also visible.
However,
their
frequency
of 2fm2 harmonics
(773 Hz) and
3fm2 (1160
Hz) for allofload
relatively
obvious.
In general,
r1 are
MSB-SEc
magnitudes
not have
significantcan
corresponding
peaks, showing
lower
amplitudes
than
these bispectral
peaksdo
show
that MSB‐SEc
reveal the nonlinear
interaction
between
the mesh
that
of fundamental
mesh
frequencyasofthe
fr1 (1397
Hz), to confirm
the nonlinear
interactions.
frequencies
and shaft
frequencies
modulating
components.
This is in
agreementTherefore,
with the
these
peaks
are from
a weaker
nonlinear
proposed
analysis
made
in Section
2. interaction than that between fm1 and fr1 and their harmonics.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.
3. Modulation
its
Figure
Modulation signal
signal bispectrum‐based
bispectrum-based sideband
sideband estimator
estimator (MSB‐SE)
(MSB-SE) magnitude
magnitude and
and its
coherence
spectrum
of
different
meshing
frequency
at
the
fourth
hour
under
different
loads.
coherence spectrum of different meshing frequency at the fourth hour under different loads. (a) MSB-SE
(a) MSB‐SE
at Load
= 80%; (b)
MSB‐SE
at Load = 90%.
spectrum
at spectrum
Load = 80%;
(b) MSB-SE
spectrum
atspectrum
Load = 90%.

In addition to the MSB‐SEc peaks at gear shaft rotation frequencies and their harmonics, many
In contrast, the MSB-SE coherence slice at mesh frequency of fm2 (386.5 Hz) shows significant
other MSB‐SEc peaks can be also observed undoubtedly at the MSB‐SE spectrum; e.g., MSB‐SEc
peaks at the position of all shaft frequencies and their harmonics, even though their corresponding
peaks at fr2 + fr3 (36 Hz), 2fr1 + fr3 (55 Hz) and fr1 + fr2 + fr3 (60 Hz). These peaks indicate that the
MSB-SE magnitudes are relatively small. A similar result can be found at the MSB-SEc slice of fm1
harmonics of the shaft rotation frequencies also cause nonlinear interactions. The reason for these
(1397 Hz). Moreover, the MSB-SEc of all shaft frequencies and their harmonics at the mesh frequency
couplings is that the gear wear‐induced vibration has two main paths to go from its source to the
of 2fm2 (773 Hz) and 3fm2 (1160 Hz) for all load cases are relatively obvious. In general, these bispectral
sensor through the solid mechanical components and their contacts [17]. The first path is from
peaks show that MSB-SEc can reveal the nonlinear interaction between the mesh frequencies and shaft
vibration signal origin to the shaft, then to the gearbox casing, and then reaches the sensor. Whereas
frequencies as the modulating components. This is in agreement with the proposed analysis made in
through the second path, the vibration signal follows a longer path, from its origin to the middle
Section 2.
shaft, from the middle shaft going through the second gear pair, the third shaft, after that to the
In addition to the MSB-SEc peaks at gear shaft rotation frequencies and their harmonics, many
gearbox casing, and finally to the sensor.
other MSB-SEc peaks can be also observed undoubtedly at the MSB-SE spectrum; e.g., MSB-SEc peaks
at fr2 + fr3 (36 Hz), 2fr1 + fr3 (55 Hz) and fr1 + fr2 + fr3 (60 Hz). These peaks indicate that the harmonics
of the shaft rotation frequencies also cause nonlinear interactions. The reason for these couplings is
that the gear wear-induced vibration has two main paths to go from its source to the sensor through
the solid mechanical components and their contacts [17]. The first path is from vibration signal origin
to the shaft, then to the gearbox casing, and then reaches the sensor. Whereas through the second
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path, the vibration signal follows a longer path, from its origin to the middle shaft, from the middle
shaft going through the second gear pair, the third shaft, after that to the gearbox casing, and finally to
the sensor.
These peaks also indicate that MSB-SE slices can provide reliable and sufficient information
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about the modulation effect of gear transmission. So, the peaks of MSB-SE slices will be used for
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Although fr1 exhibits a clear change trend
with significant amplitude changes throughout the
BSE
(
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(i =first
1, 2,100
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constant level in the following period. ThisBmeans
MS r that
steady wear throughout the operation course, reflecting the slow deterioration of gear surface
where R(fr , fm , i) is the ratio of MSB-SE amplitude between the selected MSB-SE peaks at the
condition. Meanwhile, fr2 is a little bit larger than fr3 after 400 h, showing that the gear of the second
measurement time i and that of baseline. For simplicity, R(fr , fm , i) is denoted as R in this paper.
shaft is worn more than the gear of the third shaft. These results also confirm that the proposed
In general, the larger the value of R, the more severe the resultant effect as gear wear is
indicator is reliable and sensitive in detecting and evaluating different wear severity occurring at
accumulated. However, as the wear accumulation may not cause the vibration deterioration (especially
the identified gear.
during the run-in period), it should be noted that R does not mean the volume of material removal
Based on the above analysis, it can also be concluded that the MSB‐SE in conjunction with the
from the gear tooth flanks with the wear accumulation. Therefore, if the baseline is relatively good,
MSB‐SEc can reveal more overall information for the gear transmission system. The indicator R
the trend of R would show the effect of gear wear severity on gear transmission dynamics directly.
developed based on MSB‐SE effectively shows the severity of the gear wear, and is sensitive to the
Furthermore, as R is a dimensionless parameter pertaining to individual gears, it could thus give a
changes in the gear wear. It can also be concluded that the tooth wear of the gear on the first shaft is
more reliable condition description of the individual gears.
significantly more severe and the other gears are relatively healthy. These findings can be used to
achieve
highMonitoring
accuracy in predicting the fault advancement for implementing timely maintenance.
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Figure 4. The monitoring trends of R. (a) trend of R(frx, fm1, i); (b) trend of R(frx, fm2, i).
Figure 4. The monitoring trends of R. (a) trend of R(frx , fm1 , i); (b) trend of R(frx , fm2 , i).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The trends of indicator R are presented in Figure 4. fr1 , fr2 and fr3 represent the R value of gear
vibration
signal containsmeshing
the information
of respectively.
gearbox wearThe
deterioration
progression,
since
shaft The
frequency
at corresponding
frequency,
vibration signal
measured
at
tooth wear has significant effects on gear dynamics. The theoretical analysis reveals that MSB‐SE
can include sideband pairs simultaneously and suppress the random components effectively. The
MSB‐SE peak will appear at the bifrequencies, which are harmonics of the meshing frequency and
multiples of the shaft rotational frequency. This study physically shows that the MSB‐SE‐based
vibration signals are an effective approach to accurately extracting sideband feature signals from
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the beginning of the test is used as the baseline. It can be clearly seen that there are obvious differences
in trend of R between fr1 , fr2 and fr3 .
In Figure 4, fr1 shows an increasing trend in the whole lifetime, whereas fr2 and fr3 stay with a
mostly unchanged trend. This shows that the driving gear of the first stage has experienced a more
severe wear process than other gears.
In particular, in Figure 4a, the R of fr1 first decreases then increases with wear, reaching its lower
level at the 27th h, beyond which fr1 will increase generally with amplitude. It can be observed that fr1
remains at a lower level between the 27th and 100th h, showing that gear wear process is slower and
the gear transmission is relatively smoother, which can be viewed as mild wear period because it is
usually characterized by slow but steady material removal. From the 100th to 200th h, the fr1 increases
slowly, showing that the gear wear is growing during this period. During the testing time between
200th and 570th h, fr1 reaches higher levels and exhibits higher fluctuation, clearly showing that the
gear experiences faster wear. From the 570th h up to the test termination (the 574th h), the fr1 increases
sharply, showing that severe gear wear is occurring. These changes show that the indicator fr1 can
accurately and indicate the wear procedure in a timely fashion.
A similar trend can be observed for fr1 in Figure 4b. Between the 200th and 570th h, the general
trend of fr1 exhibits a more clearly monotonic increase than that in Figure 4a. The explanation for
this difference is that the driving gear of the first stage would transmit the strong nonlinear signal
directly caused by severely worn surface, while the effects of this severe wear would go through
torsional vibration, which is relatively linear [33] and increases with the wear deterioration process,
to the second stage.
As mentioned before, the effects of wear accumulate over a relatively long period; the tooth
surface state will become farther away from the ideal surface with wear, and the sideband will deviate
further from its initial value. Although R will show fluctuations when inspecting its variations over a
short period of time, the general trend of parameter R is still increasing, indicating an increase of wear
severity. Therefore, it would be clearer to show the gear wear process and assess wear severity using
the indicator R over a relatively long period of time.
Although fr1 exhibits a clear change trend with significant amplitude changes throughout the test
period, both fr2 and fr3 exhibit high fluctuations in the first 100 h, and then fluctuate around a constant
level in the following period. This means that these gears experience a long period of slow, steady
wear throughout the operation course, reflecting the slow deterioration of gear surface condition.
Meanwhile, fr2 is a little bit larger than fr3 after 400 h, showing that the gear of the second shaft is worn
more than the gear of the third shaft. These results also confirm that the proposed indicator is reliable
and sensitive in detecting and evaluating different wear severity occurring at the identified gear.
Based on the above analysis, it can also be concluded that the MSB-SE in conjunction with the
MSB-SEc can reveal more overall information for the gear transmission system. The indicator R
developed based on MSB-SE effectively shows the severity of the gear wear, and is sensitive to the
changes in the gear wear. It can also be concluded that the tooth wear of the gear on the first shaft
is significantly more severe and the other gears are relatively healthy. These findings can be used to
achieve a high accuracy in predicting the fault advancement for implementing timely maintenance.
The authors of this paper have tried different methods, such as the popular time synchronous
average, wavelet transforms, and different indicators such as amplitude of tooth meshing harmonics,
ER and FM4. The similar monitoring results as presented in Reference [2] were obtained, none of these
indicators is reliable for gear wear monitoring. The averaged logarithmic ratio (ALR) indicator based
on root mean square (RMS) proposed by Hu et al. [2] is successful in gear wear evaluation, and will be
examined in further study.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
The vibration signal contains the information of gearbox wear deterioration progression, since
tooth wear has significant effects on gear dynamics. The theoretical analysis reveals that MSB-SE can
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include sideband pairs simultaneously and suppress the random components effectively. The MSB-SE
peak will appear at the bifrequencies, which are harmonics of the meshing frequency and multiples of
the shaft rotational frequency. This study physically shows that the MSB-SE-based vibration signals
are an effective approach to accurately extracting sideband feature signals from complex modulation
signals. The peak amplitude of MSB-SE and that of MSB-SE coherence relating to characteristic
frequencies can give more accurate information of a gear transmission system when taken together.
Based on the MSB-SE peak amplitude, a dimensionless indicator is proposed in this paper to assess
the effect of the gear wear process. The results show that the indicator can provide more detailed and
realistic information about the stable status of gear wear progression and the fast deterioration of its
accumulated effects.
Obviously, further studies should be made to verify the proposed schemes for different wear
process based on extensive experiments and theoretical analysis. Particularly, the threshold of
the proposed indicator and remaining useful life prediction for gear transmissions still deserve
further investigations.
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